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Madhya Pradesh, famously termed
as the &quot;heart of India&quot;
is a traveller's delight. It's a land of
many wonders, a perfect blend of
heritage, culture, wilderness,
nature's bounty and more.
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Famous For : State / Provinc

Madhya Pradesh is more like a basket of
mixed wonders for the travellers, having
something for everyone. From the ancient
temples, forts and palaces, that have
withstood the tests of time and wilderness
that comes alive with lion's roars every now
and then, this state is nothing less than a
wonderland. To add to it, it's a thriving hub
of adventure sports, offering more than
enough for the ones who live for that surge
of adrenalin.
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What To

SEE
5 Sights

http://www.ixigo.com/places-to-visit-see-in-madhya-pradesh-lp-
1273350

1 Dhuandhar Falls

Jabalpur

 Dhuandhar Falls also known as Smoke
cascade is a beautiful place to visit in
Jabalpur. This gorgeous destination is a
perfect place to spend some time with
family and loved ones. The rope way which
is a latest addition to the place is something
you shouldn't miss to get that spectacular
view of the falls. The sight of the River
Narmada falling down is a sight to behold.

The best months to visit the beautiful fall is
from March to September.
 Dhuandhar Falls is a must visit place for
nature lovers.

2 Purwa Falls

Tamas River, 486449, Purwa, Madhya
Pradesh

Purwa Falls is an amazing place and one of
the most famous tourist attractions in Rewa.
The falls is located at a distance of 31.7 km
from Rewa but is worth the distance. The
place is near to many other tourist
destinations and those who are looking for a
break from the usual city life, this place is a
great visit. The scenery surrounding the
place will take your breathe away for sure.
Purwa Falls is a place in Rewa that should be
in your itinerary no matter what!

3 Keoti Waterfall
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Keoti Falls, Sirmaur Road, Rewa,
Madhya Pradesh.

For a pleasant time with family and friends
in Rewa, visit the Keoti Waterfall. It is the
24th highest waterfalls in India and is a
really popular tourist destination .The view
from the falls during sunset and
sunrise&nbsp; is something one shouldn’t
miss during the trip. A great way to have
some intimate time with loved ones. Keoti
Waterfall is a place in Rewa that will blend
you with the locals as it is usually crowded
with people be it tourists or the localities,

4 Rewa Fort

Rewa Fort, Uprahti, Rewa, Madhya
Pradesh 486001.

If history excites you, then you should visit
the Rewa Fort when you make a trip to
Rewa. It is one of the most exciting and
famous tourist attractions of the region. The
fort is basically a city museum of antique
items. The famous museum is located in
such a area that you can visit many other

tourists spots too. So if you wish to spend
one day of your life exploring things you
cannot do in normal life, then visit this
amazing place, Rewa Fort.

5 Govindgarh Palace

Rewa, Madhya Pradesh 486001

When it's a bright sunny day in Rewa, you
should visit the Govindgarh Palace. The
palace is a great place to spend some
pleasant time with family and friends in
Rewa. Govindgarh Palace is famous because
it is believed that the palace is the personal
museum of the rulers of Rewa. So, if history
excites you then visit this famous tourist
attraction when you make a trip to Rewa.
Don’t forget to click some awesome pictures
as the palace has some great architectural
work.

Where To

Eat
5 Places

http://www.ixigo.com/foods-in-of-madhya-pradesh-lp-1273350

1 Hotel Rajvilas

Rewa, Madhya Pradesh, India

Hotel Rajvilas is where all food lovers should
go. Located in a very convenient place in
Rewa you can easily access this place. A
restaurant with great food and great
services, this is a heaven for all food lovers.
Do try the delicious South Indian delicacies
which will surely make you re-visit this place.
Experience yourself going into a different
zone when you enter this beautiful
restaurant in Rewa. Hotel Rajvilas is a
paradise for food lovers.

2 Sher-E-Punjab

MP SH 9, Narendra Nagar, Amaiya
Colony

Sher-E-Punjab is a place you should go if you
want to taste the real food of Rewa with a
Punjabi twist. The place serves yummilicious
meals. A great restaurant, with nice
ambiance and city view. The multi cuisine
menu has lots to offer. The ambiance is
classy and the food tastes good! An ideal
place to spend some quality time with loved
ones. A restaurant with great food and great
services, Sher-E-Punjab is a heaven for all
food lovers.

3  Dawat

Rewa, Madhya Pradesh 486001

Dawat is where you can eat like a local and
experience yourself going into a different
zone when you enter this beautiful
restaurant in Rewa. A perfect place where
you can spend some quality time with loved
ones. Do try their different cuisines. Indulge
in a lavish culinary fare at this fine dining
restaurant in Rewa! Do visit Dawat as it is a
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paradise for food lovers. Don't forget to try
the Sheff's special items which keeps
changing each day.

4 Pind Balluchi

R- 6, 3rd Floor, DB City, Arera Hills,
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh 462011,
India

+91-755-6644105|+91-97555-80230

Craving for some authentic Punjabi food in
the historic city of Bhopal? If the answer is
yes then its time to make your way to Pind
Balluchi, the famous chain of restaurants.
The lavish menu here has loads of options
for food, mocktails and cocktails and we
suggest you to try the speciality, Dahi ke
Kebab when you visit here!

5 Under The Mango Tree

157, Shymala Hills, Bhopal, Madhya
Pradesh 4620133, India

+91-755-2661100

The upscale fine dining restaurant is as
famous for its ambiance as it is for mughlai
food. Under The Mango Tree is a pretty
restaurant which has an extensive menu for
mughlai dishes. Don't loose your heart if
you are a veggie as the place has limited
options in veg food as well.
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